FUSION : THE AGILE OFFICEDEFINED

The Fusion Agile Office idea provides unique advantages in open plan and traditional systems offices, using freestanding components to deliver cost-efficiency, reconfigurable flexibility, height adjustability and energized, collaborative environments.

Fusion agility extends beyond open plan areas as well, flowing with a seamless design ethic into private offices, conference rooms, training areas, and specialty applications like libraries and reception stations.

Fusion is remarkably diverse, offering a broad range of bases, edge styles, surface shapes, and storage options. Providing a powerful case for adjustability, flexibility, comfort, and style, Fusion facilitates agility in every application.
AGILE SOLUTIONS FOR THE ENTIRE OFFICE

From the reception station to administrative offices, teaming areas, conference rooms, training areas and executive offices, Fusion furniture elegantly fulfills needs throughout the facility. The combination of cohesive, energetic aesthetics, highly functional capabilities and personalized fit can be a potent tool in attracting and retaining the brightest personnel while facilitating performance in all segments of a business.
**Private Office** capabilities begin with highly efficient shapes and storage components for offices ranging from the most compact to expansive management and executive spaces. Convergent surfaces and mobile companion tables facilitate conferencing or workspace expansion. Stand-alone elements support easy reconfiguration, height adjustability enables personalized fit, and styling options create uniquely individual solutions.
Contemporary Designs

Fusion delivers efficient, functional solutions.

- Extensive aesthetic combinations
- Cost efficient elements
- Advanced styling

Modular storage components.
Floating storage tops.
Open Plan functionality and agility are maximized with durable Fusion components designed to meet today’s needs and reconfigure easily to address tomorrow’s as well. Vibrant collaborative environments are achieved by replacing overheads with efficient side storage cabinets, deploying lower privacy and wire delivery elements, and utilizing logical, adaptable shapes derived from advanced European designs.

Sidekick Storage: efficient, economical, and transformative

Fusion base options allow broad latitude to impact cost, aesthetics, and functionality.

The Parabolic Tube Profile
Fusion base designs feature parabolic leg tubes that confer a form language well beyond the traditional circular and square geometries of previous furniture designs.

Evolving Requirements
Fusion furniture anticipates change and facilitates rapid reconfiguration.
DESIGN LOGIC: Universal Planning Capability

Fusion provides unique value for designers and space planners because it encompasses – in a single offering – furniture components that fit all common modes of office configuration planning, including Linear (90 degree), Radial (120 degree), and multi-functional meeting applications. The exceptional breadth of this offering also facilitates the integration of agile, freestanding Fusion furniture into existing or new systems configurations from any manufacturer.

Linear Planning
Although based on European office design concepts, Fusion is engineered to fit the more rectilinear geometry of American offices. The line’s versatility is seen in its easy application in Private Office, Systems, Spine Wall, Open Plan, Reception, and other 90 degree environments.

Radial Planning
Fusion also encompasses shape logic for 120-degree planning, utilizing generous worksurface depths, deep body pocket sizing, desk-mounted privacy elements in multiple heights, and under-desk technology management. Convergent surfaces and shared-radius companion tables extend workspace and add conferencing capabilities.

Multi-Functional Meeting Spaces
Fusion’s ability to service entire facilities is rounded out by extensive planning options for conference and meeting spaces as well as learning applications. Adaptive contours allow nearly unlimited configuration planning in both face-to-face collaborative environments and theater-style settings.

Systems Integration
The numerous advantages of height-adjustable, easily reconfigurable freestanding furniture can be integrated into existing or new systems, whether they adhere to Linear or Radial planning modes. Fusion’s comprehensive componentry and sizing enables seamless blending with all types of systems.

Frames
Watson offers a simple to specify segmented wall system that efficiently delivers power, voice, and data cabling in open plan applications.

M2 Series 3 Cabinets
Borrowed from Watson’s M2 offering, Series 3 cabinets eliminate overheads and move storage capacity to the side of the workstation. M2 components are engineered to fit perfectly in Fusion applications.
New Horizons

Fusion’s European context energizes collaboration and opens new vistas of energy and performance.

Frames

Watson offers a simple to specify segmented wall system that efficiently delivers power, voice, and data cabling in open-plan applications.

M2 Series 3 Cabinets

Borrowed from Watson’s M2 offering, Series 3 cabinets eliminate overheads and move storage capacity to the side of the workstation. All components are engineered for flexibility in Fusion applications.

Collaborative height storage & privacy

Flat & radius docking ends

Mobile companion tables

Multiple user adjustment options

High density storage

Agile components
Spontaneous Flexibility

Fusion encourages performance by facilitating rapid, easy reconfiguration as needs and functions shift.
Elegant Efficiency

Fusion design logic encompasses advanced styling and efficiency; a sophisticated marriage of form and function.

Seiri Screens
Named for the Japanese term for “sorting” or “arranging,” Seiri Screens provide an elegant means of space delineation and seated privacy in open plan configurations. Seiri Screens ship with unique magnetic “bins” for arranging desktop items and removing horizontal clutter.

Maximum Space Utilization:
Elliptic Pocket configuration delivers 40% more usable worksurface within the same footprint as standard corner/return stations. (7’ x 8’ workstations shown)

- Standard: 14.8 sf
- Enhanced: 16.5 sf
- Optimized: 20.8 sf

Elliptic Arc & Elliptic Pocket

Fusion design logic encompasses advanced styling and efficiency; a sophisticated marriage of form and function.
Conferencing & Learning environments are served by specialized Fusion components that flow seamlessly throughout the facility. Fusion conference elements include flexible, logically shaped, and visually intriguing tables and storage cabinets that fulfill requirements at remarkably efficient price points. Fusion training tables deliver unique levels of quality, functionality, and visual appeal that augment learning scenarios.

Keystone, Elektra, Knife, and Companion tables provide a nearly limitless array of conference and training configurations.

Advanced training value:
Designed specifically for technology-oriented learning environments, the unique shape of Novak Wave tables facilitates superior line of sight to the instructor and increased row density by rotating the seating angle of the user.

Elektra conference tables, blend traditional styles with updated capabilities.

Segmented scalability
Sophisticated styling
Agile components
Adaptable Focus

Keystone tables anticipate the use of multiple presentation formats and technologies.

Symmetrical adjustment

Design for technology

Articulating wings

Technology carts mobilize equipment assets, extending their value by enabling rapid repositioning into multiple office and conference settings.

Power, voice and data options extend the capabilities of Keystone tables, which include articulating wings for shifting conference needs.
Modern office requirements evolve far faster than furniture can be identified and procured, making fast, efficient repurposing a business necessity. The Fusion Agile Office concept provides unique advantages in all types of offices, using freestanding components to deliver cost-efficiency, remarkable flexibility, height adjustability and enhanced collaboration.
Northwest Heritage Fuels Culture of Stewardship

Watson Furniture Group was founded and grew to its current size and position in one of the most environmentally conscious regions of the US. So when it comes to making the right choices about the environment, responsibility is bred deeply into our DNA. While we’ve received accolades for our “Practical Environmental” approach and results, we’re far more attuned to doing the right things than to getting awards. Here are a few examples of our culture and commitment.

Sustainable Facility
Our “Orchard” factory is surrounded by a natural landscape that requires no irrigation, chemical fertilizers, or mechanized maintenance. Our 30-acre property is home to hundreds of Douglas Fir, Cedar, and Alder trees, a migratory salmon stream, deer, rabbits, coyotes, and bald eagles. Our water wells are charged by runoff from the nearby Olympic Mountain Range and because of its sensitive location, our factory contains no floor drains and discharges no hazardous chemicals.

Sustainable Practices
We source all of our wood locally and recycle our dust, chips and unused wood through local mills. We clean our steel with steam rather than chemicals and recapture and reuse the wastewater. We use a VOC-free powdercoat process for our metal finishes and utilize the heat from our oven to warm our facility. We protect our products in shipping with reusable blankets and pallets and when packaging is required, we use 100% recycled cardboard instead of plastic or foam.

Sustainable Materials & Products
The Fusion offering has received the SCS Indoor Advantage™ certification and its individual components feature some of the highest recycled content in the industry. The wood substrate in our desks and other components is 92% recycled industrial by-product. The cold-rolled steel in our legs, storage, desk supports, etc. has a recycled content of over 90%, originating primarily from automobiles. Watson textiles are comprised of 100% recycled polyester reclaimed from plastic bottles.

Watson products have been used in dozens of high-profile projects to help claim credits for LEED certification. For more detailed information, please visit www.watsonfurniture.com/stewardship.
Distinctive motion profile implies lightness and motion. Energetic forms transition easily between multiple functions in private office, open plan, and conferencing/learning applications.

**Cadence Private Office Storage**
Providing updated elegance for private offices, Cadence includes wardrobe, combination, bookshelf, and under-desk height components. Key design cues include rectilinear lines, multiple depth options, and an updated toe-kick.

**Cadence Central Storage**
High-capacity filing and binder storage components intended for common areas and workroom applications.

**Sidekick Storage**
Intended for open office and teaming applications, the Sidekick storage family includes towers, pedestals, and other under-desk height components available in fixed or mobile configurations.

**Floating Storage Top**
Floating tops with 4-inch steel risers extend Cadence storage value and design presence with credenza functionality.

**Mobile Storage**
Distinctive motion profile implies lightness and motion. Energetic forms transition easily between multiple functions in private office, open plan, and conferencing/teaming applications.

**Frames**
Segmented service wall system designed to delineate space and efficiently deliver power, voice, and data in open plan settings.
- Standing/Functional Privacy - 66”
- Seated Privacy - 64”
- Deskline Privacy - 42”

**Privacy & Modesty**
Sieri Screens provide space delineation, privacy, and desktop organization. Modesty panels are available in steel and frosted acrylic.

**Legs**
Fusion encompasses four distinct leg styles with varying price points and aesthetic qualities. Parabolic styling provides excellent stability and durability while extending the form language beyond traditional circular and square geometries.

**Edges**
Inspired by European designs, Fusion shapes are engineered to fit American offices. Interlocking size logic and common radius curves facilitate convergent surfaces, flexible configurations, and scalable workstations.

**Worksurfaces**

---

**Sidekick Storage Efficiency**
Sidekick towers eliminate the need for overhead storage, clearing office landscape sightlines and providing space delineation and privacy. Sidekick towers deliver the functional equivalent of two overhead cabinets, a two-file pedestal with pencil drawer, and reduce the need for workstation task lights.

2 Overheads + File-File Pedestal + Pencil Drawer + 2 Task Lights

---

**Fusion: Comprehensive Solutions**

---

**Stride**
Pyramidal styling evokes motion and strength at least cost-effective price point.

---

**Vibe**
Signature Fusion base features soft, organic profile that resonates with Fusion shape logic.

---

**Bridge**
Rectilinear profile emphasizes classic strength and floats worksurfaces above the base.

---

**Impulse**
“C” leg geometry maximizes knee clearance. Decorative shroud is optional.